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Look to West Patricia for big

fish and big game.

Yes, but, for how long? Look
to WPLUP for the answer.

Look here to identify WPLUP.

The far northwest is productive,

fascinating. . .and sensitive to

man's intrusions.

This issue offers some progress

reports by WPLUP 's energetic

staff. You may be surprised.

More surprises. Ed Addison
has some ecological startlers

on black bears.

Good news. Dan Strickland,

the writer /naturalist of

Algonquin Provincial Park, is

back with another treat, and
it's the first of a series.

How lucky can we get.
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EDITORIAL
The West Patricia Challenge

In the northwest corner of Ontario lies a seemingly endless expanse of lakes and

forests. This is the West Patricia portion of the Kenora Judicial District.

In 1977, largely because of pressures for future major developments, such as a gas

pipeline and expanded forest operations, the Ministry of Natural Resources

decided to prepare the West Patricia Land Use Plan (WPLUP). The object was to

help allocate the land base for various uses including tourism, recreation, trap-

ping, logging and mining. WPLUP was to be reviewed and assessed by the Royal

Commission on the Northern Environment.

Part of the WPLUP mandate was to collect information on the West Patricia

resources and their present use. This would inform the Ministry and the public and
encourage better informed discussion among the concerned user groups.

The planning area is the size of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Newfoundland
combined. It covers 220,000 km2 (85,000 square miles), more than one-fifth of the

province, but is home to less than 0.5 per cent of the province's population. Sioux

Lookout, with 3,100 people, is the largest community.

Once away from the southern fringe of the planning area, the inhabitants are

mainly native people who live in small and isolated communities scattered

throughout the trackless forests. Many of these people depend on moose, caribou

and fish for much of their food. A large portion of their income is derived from
their commerce in furs and fish.

To appreciate the difficulty of studying the West Patricias, one must remember
that access is chancy and expensive because aircraft are virtually the only trans-

portation. The logistics involved in moving and supplying several field crews over

thousands of square miles, where daily changes in the weather can drastically alter

plans, is hard to envision when one is used to paved roads and motels. In spite of

the handicaps, the Ministry has succeeded in collecting the background informa-

tion so vital to completing the plan for multiple land uses.

The fish and wildlife resources of the north are legend but not nearly as bountiful

as popularly supposed. An inventory of these important but limited resources was
needed for WPLUP.

This issue of 'Review' is largely devoted to presenting some of the background
information of interest to readers concerned about fish and wildlife and their

future management.

WPLUP will help us conserve the beautiful and remote West Patricias for future

generations.
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Bald eagles, herons and ospreys
In West Patricia

by P.A. Gray
Wildlife Biologist, WPLUP

IN the West Patricia study, bald eagles,

ospreys and great blue herons were given

special consideration because of their sensi-

tivity to environmental change and disturb-

ance. An aerial survey program was de-

signed to determine the distribution and

abundance of the three species, respectively

Haliaeetus leucocephalus, Pandion haliae-

tus and Ardea herodias. Dr. James Grier of

North Dakota University, an expert on
eagles, headed the study in collaboration

with WPLUP wildlife biologists.

The study area covered the central

160,000 km2 (62,000 square miles) or 72 per

cent of the WPLUP planning area; and 141

sample plots, each 100 km2 (39 square

miles) in area, were randomly selected. We
chose the Piper J3 Cub and the Piper PA18
Supercub, small two-seater aircraft, for

their manoeuvreability.

Searching for big birds and their nests is

not usually an easy task. We flew the shore-

lines of all lakes and rivers in each sample

plot. On lakes with numerous islands, one

plot could take more than an hour of twist-

ing, turning, low-level flying—very tiring to

pilot and observer and a strain on the eyes.

We normally flew at a speed of 110 to 130

km (70 to 80 miles) per hour and kept the

aircraft within 100 m of the shore and from
20 to 100 m above the tree tops.

This type of flying sounds simple enough

but can be dangerous unless executed with

caution and a high degree of expertise. It is

imperative that the pilot concentrate on
flying and leave the navigating, observing

and recording of information to the

observer.

Failure to meet these standards resulted

in a crash in Attawapiskat Lake. The
downed airplane ended up in 2 m of water

north of Lansdowne House, and the two
occupants had to swim for shore. By luck,

the crash was seen by a local fisherman who
reported it at once to the pilot of a second

aircraft who was loading fish nearby. Six

hours and 30 long-distance phone calls

later, the pair was in Red Lake Hospital 440

km to the west, conveyed by a relay of air

and ground vehicles. Fortunately, their in-

juries were not serious.

mmmtm
Immature bald eagle
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Bald eagle

The majestic eagle arrives from its south-

ern wintering grounds in early spring, often

before ice break-up in large lakes, and can

be seen gliding over ice-free water in rivers

and small lakes in search of food. It usually

subsists on fish but feeds on small animals

(including birds) and carrion when fish are

in short supply.

Bald eagle nests are large—so large that a

(small) biologist can often sit in the nest

while banding the young. The nests were

easily seen from the air because the eagle

tends to locate near the shorelines of lakes

and large rivers. In the study area, the most

common nesting tree was a mature trem-

bling aspen, Populus tremuloides.

In northwestern Ontario, bald eagle

breeding densities are highest on Lake of

the Woods, just south of the Planning

Area, and decrease in a northeasterly direc-

tion, probably in response to climate chan-

ges and lower water productivity. There is

over a month's difference in the growing

season between Lake of the Woods and the

northern portion of the study area. We
believe that this difference is a significant

factor contributing to the eagles' ability to

successfully nest and produce young in the

northern areas.

According to the aerial survey work,

there are an estimated 134 bald eagle nests

in the study area. In the entire Planning

Area, 202 nests have been documented to

date.

Bald eagles are sensitive to a number of

factors caused by man. Chemical contamin-

ants from industrial and agricultural

sources have been linked to reproduction

failure and population declines of raptors

throughout North America. Pesticides in-

gested by eagles on their winter feeding

grounds have been implicated in lower re-

production rates in northwestern Ontario.

Recent evidence, however, indicates that the

situation has improved in the past few

years.

Human disturbances may adversely af-

fect bald eagle nesting success, but this

varies with the season and individual birds.

In general, the birds' tolerance of disturb-

ance is lowest early in the nesting season

(early April to mid-May in the Planning

Area). Birds in some areas exhibit a surpri-

sing degree of tolerance, probably as a

result of a gradual increase in human acti-

vity (over several eagle generations) which
allows the birds to adjust.

Osprey

The osprey is found in forests throughout

much of North America, but recent studies

indicate this long-winged hawk has suffered

a population decline in the United States

since the latter part of the nineteenth cen-

tury. On the basis of present data, it is diffi-

cult to conclude whether or not a significant

decline has occurred in Ontario.

Ospreys construct their nests on the tops

of tall trees or dead snags, usually within

100 m of water. The "fish hawk" is an agile

hunter, rarely missing intended prey with its

long talons and hooked bill.

Aerial survey results indicate approx-

imately 95 nests in the study area, some-

what clumped in their distribution. The
locations of 52 nests in the Planning Area
are known at the present time.

Suitable nesting habitat and abundant

food resources are the main factors deter-

mining the distribution and abundance of

the osprey. A third factor, interspecific

competition (competition with other spe-

cies) may become important when food and

nesting habitat are limited. Even though the

bald eagle is considered to be one of the

osprey's greatest competitors, the two spe-

cies coexist in high densities on Lake of the

Woods where the abundance of food and

nesting habitat reduces the significance of

competition.

In the Planning Area most of the osprey

nests were found in the northern half, a

zone which appears to be less suitable for

bald eagles because of the short summer
season. Ospreys arrive later in the spring

and require less time to produce young. The
uneven distribution of the osprey in the

Planning Area may be at least partially a

result of competition with the bald eagle.

Prior to our 1978 survey, a large number
of the known osprey nests in Ontario were

concentrated in three general areas: Lake of

the Woods, Lindsay and Brockville. The

data now suggest that a substantial number
of breeding pairs nest in the West Patricia

Planning Area, and there may well be local

concentrations which have yet to be disco-

vered or verified.



Generally, ospreys are sensitive to the

same disturbances that affect bald eagles.

Although causes of the decline of osprey

populations in the United States have not

been conclusively determined, it is believed

that the most significant is contamination

by toxic chemicals, followed by habitat des-

truction and shooting.

Protection of breeding areas for ospreys

and bald eagles is complicated by the con-

stant turnover of nest sites; relocation is

common. Therefore, it is more important to

protect blocks of suitable nesting habitat

than specific nests.

Many cases of ospreys nesting close to

human influences have been documented in

areas with long established human popula-

tions. The tolerance of ospreys nesting in

wilderness areas has not been adequately

studied. We believe that the osprey, like the

bald eagle, might best be protected by a gra-

dual increase in the level of human activity

to allow for adjustment.

Great Blue Heron
A colonial-nesting species, the great blue

heron prefers to nest in tall trees in areas

free from human disturbance. All known
colonies in the study area are situated near

shorelines and several are on islands of iso-

lated lakes. The saucer-shaped nests are

composed of coarse sticks, twigs and herba-

ceous plant stems. Herons primarily feed on

fish that inhabit shallow water and marshy

areas.

The nesting habitat and feeding areas are

the two factors most likely to determine

colony location and size. Since there is no
lack of potential nesting sites in the study

area, the distribution and size of the heron-

ries is probably dependent on the availa-

bility of productive feeding habitat.

Although 24 colonies are presently

known in the Planning Area, an estimate of

the total could not be derived from the

aerial survey since we are unsure of the

extent to which this species nests some dis-

tance from the water. A helicopter was used

to examine 1 1 colonies, revealing an average

size of six active nests, much fewer than in

southern Ontario, western Canada or the

United States.

Nesting mortality is high among great

blue herons. Some of the factors are com-
petition between brood mates, accidental

death and predation. The raven (Corvus

corax), for example, is an infamous heron

egg thief in the Planning Area.

The great blue heron breeds across

Canada and throughout much of the forest-

ed regions of North America. In Ontario, it

is likely that its range extends at least to the

tree line. The most northerly colony in the

West Patricia Planning Area was found at

latitude 54° 12', approximately 475 km
north of its previously described Ontario

breeding range.

The great blue heron is extremely sensi-

tive to disturbances and habitat loss. Intru-

sion into a heronry during the critical incu-

bation period will cause panic and tempo-
rary abandonment by the adults. This is

dangerous because it can result in high egg

mortality from exposure to the elements

and nest predators. More deliberate forms

of disturbance, such as shooting and egg

collecting, have been known to cause de-

cline, relocation or collapse of a colony.

Habitat loss, resulting from the destruc-

tion of suitable nesting and feeding areas, is

another important factor. Logging, agricul-

ture, and road, pipeline and powerline

construction can destroy valuable nesting

habitat, while pollution and water level

manipulation may disrupt feeding areas.

Conclusions

First, we found bald eagles, ospreys and

great blue herons throughout the West
Patricia Planning Area and we now know
something of their numbers and distribu-

tion.

Second, there is no evidence that these

populations are in danger.

Third, while increased levels of human
activity can be tolerated by these birds,

management safeguards should be em-
ployed to prevent the loss of nesting and
feeding habitat.

Fourth, these species are particularly vul-

nerable to disturbance during the sensitive

part of the breeding season—nest building,

egg laying and incubation—and to illegal

shooting.

Fifth, our most important recommenda-
tion is that any development be planned and

gradual, allowing the birds time to adjust.
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Kingfisher Lake, a village of 300 people 500 km due north of Thunder Bay.

Bald eagle nest.
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Osprey nest.



Moose and woodland caribou In West Patricia

byG.D. Hamilton
Wildlife Biologist, WPLUP

LITTLE was known about the moose
and caribou in the West Patricia Plan-

ning Area. The task of WPLUP staff was
to learn their numbers, distribution and sta-

tus. How to do it?

The first step was an aerial inventory

which eventually covered 20 per cent of the

province—one of the most ambitious pro-

grams of its type in North America.

Because the area was so large, a systema-

tic transect survey appeared to be the most
practical. Quite simply, this meant flying

long lines or transects, spaced at 10 km (six-

mile) intervals, at an altitude of 150 m. All

moose and caribou within 300 m of the line

were counted and population estimates

were based on the counts.

When a sighting was made, the pilot was
instructed to circle back for at least one
closer look. This yielded valuable informa-

tion on the sex and age structure of the

group and was advantageous for a second

reason. In mid-winter, moose and caribou

tend to clump together in groups. Where

one animal is spotted from the air, a closer

look often reveals others.

A flight crew was made up of a pilot,

navigator and two observers. Two crews

were needed to cover the planning area in

early 1978, flying 26,000 km (16,000 miles)

of transect and logging 400 cold hours of

aircraft time. During the 1978-79 winter, a

single veteran crew made a second observa-

tion of the two-thirds of the planning area

north of the 1 1th baseline.

On aerial census, we had to make the best

possible use of the short daylight hours,

especially in early winter. Our day would be

planned so that we would be "on line"

between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. when shadows

are shortest. Since our ferrying distances

were so great, an additional hour's flying on

either side of this time period was often

necessary.

At the end of the day, the aircraft would
be put to bed—refuelled, covered and main-

tenanced. Part of this routine involved dilu-
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ting the oil with aviation fuel so that it

would be thin enough to allow the engine to

start the following morning—in tempera-

tures which often reached -40°C. This dilu-

tion would then have to be burned off by

running the engine for up to 90 minutes

before take-off.

Severe cold presents special problems for

aircraft and survey crews. For one thing,

mechanical and electrical equipment is more
apt to fail. We often encountered problems

with our intercom sets which were essential

for communication in the noisy planes.

Retractable skis sometimes failed to co-

operate, making landings and take-offs

tricky. Engine oil breathers clogged up with

ice and oil. In one of our de Havilland Ot-

ters, a circuit breaker in the heating system

would "trip" at speeds below about 90

knots (165 km/hr). When this happened,

body temperatures would quickly drop and

we would be forced to land to re-set the

breaker. We then continued at a speed

which was higher than optimum for wildlife

surveying.

Frost on windows was a major difficulty.

Frost shields reduce visibility and scrapers

are useful only up to a point. When using

Otters, we solved this problem by opening

the fresh-air vents above the windows and

deflecting a blast of icy air over the glass

with makeshift cardboard baffles or with

the hoods of our parkas. Although aerial

surveying in winter is not inherently diffi-

cult, the job does require certain special

characteristics. A surveyor should be imper-

vious to airsickness and have keen eyesight,

a capacious bladder and a well-equipped

winter wardrobe.

To many, places like Red Lake, Sioux

Lookout and Pickle Lake are outposts of

civilization, the last communities accessible

by road. To the "West Pat" crews, how-

ever, these towns represented the sunny

south where time off could be enjoyed with

such amenities as running water, television

and a pub.

The bulk of the flying was based on the

remote native communities of Fort Hope,
Big Trout Lake, Round Lake, Sandy Lake
and Deer Lake. Downtown usually consists

of a band office, school, nursing station,

Co-op store, and "The Bay". Only in Fort

Hope is there a hotel and restaurant. Else-

where, accommodation was provided at

cabins operated by one government agency
or another. On the very first trip of the pro-

ject, we almost had to sleep in the OPP
lock-up when the Fort Hope hotel was full.

Sometimes there would be a movie or a

dance at the community centre and we
would have a chance to meet the residents

and learn something of the social life of the

village. Such functions are attended by
whole families, from babies in tikanogans

to old people. On days off because of bad
weather, we occasionally challenged the

local kids to a game of hockey.

We were quite conspicuous in a commu-
nity of 500 to 600. Everyone would be

aware of us and what we were up to. On a

number of occasions, we were asked such

basic questions as "Why are you counting

the moose?" To wildlife surveyors, this is

like questioning motherhood. We were

made to understand there is a great gulf

between the native people and "the govern-

ment" (to them, representing the outside

"white" society).

They seemed to think our work would
not be used to their advantage. On the other

hand, if they believe our information will be

made freely available to them, and that they

will have an important say in its use, then

they are quite willing to offer suggestions

and advice.

Many of the locals were skeptical of our

methods. We learned through the grapevine

in Fort Hope that we were the cause of

some amusement since we apparently did

not realize that moose moved around at

night. The inference was that we were pro-

bably counting the same animals on suc-

cessive days.

Besides conducting surveys, our staff

assembled all the available data on harvest

of moose and caribou. Distribution patterns

were mapped, and populations were estim-

ated at 15,900 moose and 3,100 caribou in

the Planning Area. Since 1960, an average

of 1 ,400 moose has been taken annually by

sport hunters. Native hunters take about

100 caribou per year and a larger number of

moose.

The greatest danger facing moose today

is overhunting which usually follows in-

creasing development and the road access

that is a part of it. Our analysis of harvest

indicates that populations south of the 1 1th

baseline are already declining because of

8
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Woodland caribou on frozen lake northwest ofRed Lake.

Pilot banks into turn to give aerial surveyors a second look at moose group.

overhunting, while the northern portion

could tolerate some increase in sport hunt-

ing. The level of native moose hunting is

poorly documented but is believed to ap-

proximate 30 per cent of the sport harvest.

Woodland caribou, by contrast, have

been protected from sport hunting in Onta-

rio since 1929, and their numbers appear to

have increased slightly since they were sur-

veyed in the early 1960s. The level of native

hunting is generally low enough to allow

population growth, but there are clear indi-

cations that isolated instances of overhunt-

ing occur. This usually happens when trap-

pers, working their lines in late winter, en-

counter a large group of migrating caribou.

The problems faced by caribou today are

complex and could be triggered, directly or

indirectly, by development. Key winter

habitats may be destroyed by logging or

fire. At the same time, the creation of

younger-aged habitats may result in greater

numbers of moose, indirectly increasing

predation rates on caribou by allowing an

expansion of wolf populations. Greater

road access results in higher mortality, both

through illegal hunting and accidents. Cot-

tages and tourist camps may discourage

caribou from using islands and shorelines

that are important to them for calving and

as summer habitat.

The future of caribou is not entirely

bleak, but it remains to be seen how much
consideration will be given to protecting an

animal which, although interesting, is rarely

seen and has little economic importance.
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West Patricia lake surveys
by W. Dentry

Fisheries Biologist, WPLUP

Supercub taking offfrom Chukumi River.

YOU are entering the Patricia Tourist re-

gion. . .The sign beckons from the trans-

Canada highway, conjuring up images in-

spired by the names. . .Attawapiskat, Kasa-

bonika, North Spirit, Windigo, Pikangi-

kum, Zionz. . .the list goes on. To the peo-

ple who live here, it is a harsh, demanding

land of long, bitter winters and tremendous

distances. This is the land whose waters are

under study by the staff of the West Patricia

Land Use Plan.

A flight across the northern reaches re-

veals the occasional American fisherman

and his Cessna, while in the south there

scarcely exists a lake which doesn't have at

least one boat seeking the abundant walleye

and trout.

Slowly, steadily, the armies of tourist

fishermen penetrate its most remote cor-

ners. With this penetration comes attendant

problems on the delicate, sensitive boreal

lakes. The land, its lakes and their stock-

piles of natural resources seem endless, but

they are not.

The fisheries team of "West Pat" have

evaluated the fisheries of this vast region.

Their work began in the summer of 1977

and ended in the spring of 1980. They have

completed an immense creel census; sur-

veyed hundreds of lakes, large and small;

studied water quality conditions throughout

the area and the dynamics of fish popula-

tions; evaluated the commercial and bait

fisheries; and assembled mountains of

information gathered by scores of workers

over several decades.

This will be the story of that task.

Ice-out heralds the beginning of the field

season, a season which can be as truncated

as 3-1/2 months in a land where an occa-

sional early-June or mid-September snow
causes only mild consternation.

It is the spring of 1979 and much remains

to be done in preparation for the coming
field season. Everyone is busily gathering

up the gear needed by six lake survey teams.

Half a dozen boats, a dozen outboards, a

dozen ten-gallon drums of outboard motor
fuel, a dozen tents, numerous camp stoves,

tarps, sleeping bags. . .the list seems endless.

Each and every piece of gear must be

checked. Repair or replacement in the field

is made very costly by the need to use air-

craft for transportation. In remote commu-
nities such as Big Trout, many items are just

not available. A crew with an inoperative

piece of equipment will try first to repair it

and, failing that, will use the erratic short

wave radio to order the needed parts. Some-
times it is easier to contact Montreal than

their home base 50 miles away.

Our program must be explained to the

natives in remote communities.

A vital part of the program is the selec-

tion of the lake survey teams. The teams

must be chosen carefully since spending 20

days alone in the bush with someone you
can't tolerate will seem like an eternity.

Once chosen, the teams must be trained

thoroughly in the application of sound

survey techniques.

At Eagle Lake more than 60 surveyors

are brought together for a course which will

teach and demonstrate lake survey tech-

niques to the inexperienced and act as a re-

fresher for returning veterans. The schedule

is full. The first three days, lasting more
than 12 hours each, are spent in classrooms

and the last three on a nearby lake, practi-

sing techniques.
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West Patricia survey crew refuel wing-tip tanks. Indian pictographs on Bloodvein Riverjust east
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Osprey nest in spruce top near Big Trout Lake. Splashes of orange tarp in the boreal green maki



'amp easy to spotfrom air. January in Port Hope which has hotel and restaurant.



Northwestern fish species include the mighty sturgeon.

And the ice went out just in the nick of

time. The survey gear used during the

course is moved to Sioux Lookout, the

jump-off point for the first field sessions.

Here the lake surveyors begin the arduous

tasks of adding lines, leads and floats to

thousands of yards of gill nets, carefully

checking and repacking trap nets, and en-

suring that all equipment is present and
operational.

Everyone is looking forward to the field

work. They all realize it won't be a picnic.

The hours will be long and the work will be

hard, but the rewards are great, especially

when an exciting find is made. Sharp-eyed

surveyors have made many discoveries,

from sunken logs (possibly part of an old

North West Trading Co. dock) to Indian

pictographs. A set of rock drawings on a

Deer Lake cliff caused much excitement,

not just for the surveyors but also for the

Ministry of Culture and Recreation archeo-

logists who studied their find. West Pat

crews try to report unusual finds to inter-

ested agencies, and relations with other

government bodies and private groups are

excellent.

The day finally arrives.

The crews load their gear into chartered

Otters, the workhorse aircraft of the north

whose short take-off and landing and large

payload have made them indispensable.

One by one the Otters leave, each complete

with a crew and all their gear, the survey

boat lashed to its side.

Some of the pilots are new to this country

and experience has taught the surveyors to

become navigators, just in case. The exam-

ple of the inexperienced pilot winging his

way steadily past Pickle Lake, the destina-

tion, while carefully studying his naviga-

tional instruments, looms in the back of my
mind. . .the increasingly worried look that

masks his face as he flies further and further

afield. . .the anxious glances at the fuel

gauge. . .the relief when his passengers, the

lake surveyors, ask him about the "scenic

route" and point out where they are.

Soon all the crews have been dispatched

to their lakes and the season is finally under

way. The first task upon arrival is to esta-

blish a campsite. From there the survey pro-

ceeds quickly and efficiently. The days

begin to flow steadily one into another as

the routine develops. The survey team can't

really work in inclement weather since ex-

cessive moisture causes equipment malfunc-

tions; they work long days when the wea-

ther is good and short days during drizzly

rain.

During the survey the entire lake will be

sounded and a contour map prepared. Fish

species will be sampled with gill and seine

nets, piscicides and rods and reels, with care

being exercised that not too many fish are

removed. Each basin of a lake will receive

individual attention; chemistry profiles will

be collected, shoreline features above and

below the water will be mapped, and in-

flows and outflows will be measured. All of

these activities may take only a few days or

up to several weeks, depending on the lake's

size.

Not a single serious accident has befallen

a West Pat team member during three years

of work. Equipment often breaks down but

lake surveyors display great ingenuity in re-

pairing it. Consider, for example, the case

of the broken spring in a Kemmerer water

sampler, repaired with the elastic band from

a surveyor's underwear. Purchasing that

spring in a local community would have

been impossible, as anyone who has tried to

shop for even such a simple item as meat in

the remote north will readily testify.

Lake surveys are usually restricted to
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lakes larger than about 250 ha (618 acres),

partly because larger lakes are usually more

important, partly due to the difficulty of

estimating productivity for smaller lakes,

and partly because it is often impossible to

land even an Otter on them. To examine

these smaller lakes, a helicopter is used.

Both the helicopter and our fixed-wing

aircraft are occasionally used in emergen-

cies. In the far north where distances are

great and centres of population widely scat-

tered, an injured person may have to be

flown hundreds of miles to a doctor and

hospital, and occasionally our aircraft are

used in just such a 'medivac'. The most

common emergency in which our helicopter

is used is in the fighting of forest fires.

Visitors are rare in the far north and

sometimes people mistake our landing air-

craft for a plane in trouble and rush to our

"assistance." On one occasion the would-be

rescuers actually crashed their boat into our

plane and had to be rescued themselves.

And on more than one occasion West Pat

crews have assisted in the rescue of downed
aircraft—usually fishermen in tiny planes

seeking very large fish.

For the West Pat team, August 31 of

1979 was the last day of work for the field

crews. Those remaining behind have a

mountain of work cut out for them. Figures

and graphs have to be prepared, data ana-

lysed and reports written.

Already the early results are pouring in.

Most of the creel census has now been

analysed, and the results gathered from in-

terviewing 23,938 fishermen suggest that

many of the lakes in the Planning Area's

southern reaches are already producing at,

or in excess of, their estimated capacity.

Anglers remove about 0.5 million kg (more

than one million pounds) of sport fish an-

nually, mainly walleye and northern pike,

and contribute about $10 million to the eco-

nomy.

Commercial fishermen take about 0.4

million kg, mostly whitefish and walleye, a

catch valued at about $0.33 million an-

nually. The bait fishermen remove about

60,000 dozen bait-fish annually, a catch

worth a further $125,000.

The population dynamics studies have

revealed unusual population structures and
fascinating insights into the potentials of

smaller lakes.

Taking water samples at various depths

below ice.

Slowly and steadily the analyses are being

completed, and the final report will evaluate

the fisheries of the West Patricia Planning

Area.

We must understand the north to protect

and manage it wisely. Lake surveys have

provided the information for future man-
agement.

Lake surveyor determines the chemistry of
lake water.
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Surveyor tests water below ice— without gloves.

Attawapiskat Lake near

Lansdowne House— the only crash

in many hazardous flights.
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Trappers learn approved trapping methods andfur handling in northern workshops.

West Patricia fur industry

by J.W. McDonald
Fish and Wildlife Co-ordinator, WPLUP

THE harvesting of fur is the oldest indus-

try in the Patricias. In its early days the

most sought after fur was beaver and it is

still the mainstay of the trade.

Today the fur industry is valued well

above one million dollars in the West Patri-

cia planning area. In the 1976-77 season, the

average value of fur harvested from each

trapline was $2,721 and the average gross

income for an active trapper was $901

.

At the last count there were 1,405 trap-

pers harvesting fur in the planning area, and

the number increased during the past season

because of the rise in fur prices. Sixty fur

traders buy and sell fur within the area.

The planning area has 417 registered

traplines which vary in size from one-man
operations in the southern portion to large

traplines in the north where there may be as

many as 10 trappers on one trapline.

Since 1974, trappers have been trained in

workshops held in Sioux Lookout, Round
Lake, Muskrat Dam, Cat Lake, Fort Hope,
Landsdowne House, Deer Lake, Pikangi-

kum, Webique, Summer Beaver, Bearskin

and Sachigo.

The Ministry of Natural Resources hires

experienced trappers to take charge of the

trapper workshops and demonstrate trap-

ping techniques and fur handling. Trappers

are encouraged to use more humane and

efficient sets. They learn correct skinning

and stretching methods which increase the

value of their pelts.

During the West Patricia study, 99 trap-

lines were surveyed from the air when bea-

ver lodges were visible—after the leaves had

fallen in the fall and before the freeze-up.

The surveyors flew over streams and lakes

and sighted 5,226 active beaver colonies, an

average of 0.15 colonies per square kilo-

metre. Since the allowable harvest was 1.5

beaver per lodge, the quota for the surveyed

traplines was 7,839 beaver.

The West Patricia fur industry is assured

of a continuous supply for the future.

West Patricia Planning Area
Fur Harvest, 1977-78

v

Beaver 17,865

Muskrat.... 17,240

Marten 7,043

Mink 3,610

Otter 1,802

Fisher 692

Lynx 309

Wolf 106

Colored Fox . . . 272

Arctic Fox 2

Wolverine 8

Black Bear 1

Squirrel 1,231

Weasel 947
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Echoing Lake
Ontario's most northern lake trout lake

by J.W. McDonald
Fish and Wildlife Co-ordinator, WPLUP

NESTLED in the northwest corner of the

West Patricia Planning Area is Echoing

Lake. It is the most northerly lake trout lake

in Ontario and offers some of the finest

lake trout fishing in the province. It is only

accessible by float-aircraft.

Echoing Lake is different from the other

lake trout waters in its corner of the Patri-

cias. The other lakes are all the typical

brownish-yellow color but Echoing is

bluish-green and clearly visible from the air

up to 80 km (50 miles) away. It is an excel-

lent landmark for flyers.

The water in Echoing Lake is exception-

ally clear and lake trout can be clearly seen

at depths of 7 m (23 feet). Boulders appear

to be near the surface when they are 5 m
down. The maximum depth is 30 m (100

feet).

During a recent survey of Echoing Lake,

it was found to have an area of 5957 ha

(14,720 acres). Since the maximum allow-

able harvest for lake trout is one-half pound
per acre, the allowable harvest for the lake

may be 3338 kg (7360 pounds).

The lake was fished commercially in the

'50s and '60s. The only development was a
fishing camp on an island near the south
shore but it burned down in 1978. An old

campsite on the north shore was used by
native trappers.

The highest commercial harvest in one
year was 33,324 pounds of lake trout, about

five times the allowable harvest, and it has

been rumored that actually 60,000 pounds
of lake trout were taken. The licence was
cancelled in 1968 and no commercial fishing

has been done since.

Echoing Lake has a high population of

lake trout and anglers have caught their

limits in 10 minutes. Very few angler checks

have been made on the lake and so the fish-

ing pressure is not known. Incidentally, it is

not practical to go angling on the lake from
Sioux Lookout or Red Lake and hope to

return the same day.

Should Echoing Lake be used as a tourist

outpost operation or should it remain in its

present state? Because of its remote loca-

tion, specific planning strategies are needed.

More people problems

During the late summer and fall, the Owen
Sound District Office was deluged with

complaints of nuisance bears in the Bruce

Peninsula. It's an annual problem and the

complaints are increasing every year.

Local cottagers are upset. The black bear

is not usually aggressive but it is unpredict-

able. No one wants a bear constantly in the

vicinity of his/her home or cottage. How-
ever, in the majority of instances, it is the

people, not the bears, who are the cause of

the problem.

According to Bill Grieve, conservation

officer, what is needed is better public edu-

cation.

"Attracting bears is like attracting birds,"

Bill said. "If you want birds, you put out

bird feed in the bird feeder. If you want

bears, you put out garbage in loose bags or

wooden garbage bins."

Many cottagers have built wooden gar-

bage bins at the end of their driveway. This

is to facilitate garbage pick-up and keep ani-

mals, such as dogs and raccoons, out of the

garbage.

These bins offer little resistance to bears.

Even if garbage is not present, the garbage

odor in the wood will still attract bears.

To keep nuisance bear problems to a

minimum, cottagers and home owners are

encouraged to keep their garbage in clean

metal containers. And to remove the gar-

bage to local disposal sites daily, if neces-

sary. If this advice is followed, it will soon

be evident that people and garbage do not

have to result in bear problems.
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Ed Addison examines subcutaneous tissues ofa black bearforfilial worms.

Bears, worms and blackflies

by E.M. Addison
Disease/Parasite Scientist, Wildlife Research Section

BEARS, worms and blackflies did not

seem to have anything more in common
than ice cream, wheel barrows and pencils

until we started work on the parasites of

black bears in 1975. We were interested in

identifying the different kinds of parasites

and diseases found in black bears and deter-

mining their effects.

The first parasite of interest was a spa-

ghetti-like roundworm under the skin and
between the muscles. Hunters often found
these worms when cleaning or skinning

bears and obvious questions arose.

Are these worms harmful to man? Would
the worms be killed by cooking the meat
well? How do the worms get into the bears

and what effect do they have on bears? Do
all bears have these spaghetti-like worms
and, if so, where in the body? The answers

were unknown.

We set up headquarters at the Wildlife

Research Station in Algonquin Provincial

Park. Nuisance bears that had been shot

were checked for the spaghetti-like worms
and we soon found that all bears more than

one year old were infected with 50 to 100

worms. Although we found some worms in

the legs and other parts of the body, most

of the worms were found around the kid-

neys and in the neck along the outside of the

esophagus and windpipe. Bears with many
worms seemed in as good condition as those

with few worms.
All animals are given a Latin name and

these filarial worms are called Dirofilaria

ursi. Filarial means 'thread-like'. The adult

female worms are 11 to 12 cm (4-1/2 to 5

inches) long and adult males about half the

size.

Most kinds of worms live in the lungs,
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Filial worms on connective tissues covering lobed kidney of black bear.

Adult female filial worm coiled beneath skin of black bear.
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stomach or intestines of animals. One good

reason for this is that they can get into the

animal through the mouth and out through

the anus. Filarial worms living under the

skin and in muscles do not have the same

opportunities. As a consequence, they have

developed a special way of getting from

bear to bear. The female worms produce

tiny larvae (less than one-half mm long)

which get into the blood. The larvae are

extremely active, wiggling like snakes in

water. By collecting blood samples from

live bears we have found that a single bear

may have more than 100 million larvae.

Even in large numbers the larvae do not

seem harmful to bears.

Mosquitoes, blackflies, deerflies and

horseflies all take up the tiny larvae when
feeding on the blood of bears.

Our next problem was to find ways of

studying the survival of the parasites in the

bloodsucking insects. We trapped bears

which had high densities of parasites in their

blood and kept them in cages until the mos-

quito and fly season. We then drugged the

bears and set them out in the woods for

short periods of time. The mosquitoes and

flies were attracted and fed on them. A
large fly screening was then placed over the

bears. When the flies finished feeding they

flew off onto the screening and we collected

them.

The insects, which we kept alive in small

containers in the lab, were periodically dis-

sected in search of worms. The parasites did

not live in mosquitoes, deerflies and horse-

flies. They developed in blackflies for about

two weeks and then stopped growing when
they were about one millimetre long. We
knew then that they were ready to go back

into the bears. Parasites were dissected

from the flies and injected into young bears

that had been removed from black fly coun-

try. We still wanted to know how long it

would take for the tiny larvae to develop

into the long spaghetti-like adult filarial

worms.

Starting in July, when we experimentally

infected the young bears, we took blood

samples every two weeks and checked for

the tiny larvae. The presence of larvae in the

blood would mean that the worms from the

blackflies had migrated to the throat or

kidney area, had matured and mated and

the females had produced young larvae.

It was about six to eight months after the

experimental inoculation that we found the

young larvae in the blood. In the wild, bear

cubs would be infected in July and by the

following January, February or March
would have adult filarial worms.

Since filarial worms can only be trans-

mitted by blackflies, there is definitely no

problem eating bear meat containing

worms. There are no known cases of

human beings being bitten by an infected

blackfly and larvae developing to adult-

hood.

A second roundworm of particular

interest to bear hunters is Trichinella spp.

which can be found not only in bears but

also in pork. Trichinosis is a serious disease

in man. To avoid infection with the parasite

it is necessary to cook both pork and bear

meat very well to kill the Trichinella larvae.

People have often thought that Trichi-

nella is common in black bears everywhere.

It is common in parts of the western United

States and Canada but not in eastern North

America. We found Trichinella larvae in

one of 59 bears from central Ontario.

Regardless of how rare a parasite it is, bear

meat should be thoroughly cooked.

We found a third roundworm, Creno-

soma spp., in the lungs of about one-third

of our bears. The lungworms had not pre-

viously been found in bears in North Ame-
rica, but were known in foxes, wolves and

fisher. They did not seem to be harmful to

the bears.

The most interesting feature of these

lungworms is that they have to develop in

snails before they can infect bears. Bears

may eat quite a few snails when grazing on

fresh shrubs and grass in the spring, or may
eat small rodents which themselves have

eaten infected snails.

Other parasites taught us about the food

habits of bears. We recovered two kinds of

tapeworms from the intestines of a few

bears. One kind could only be picked up

from eating fish, the other from eating

moose meat. Fish and moose were not pre-

viously known as sources of food for bears

from the Algonquin area.

None of the parasites recovered seemed

harmful to bears and we found no evidence

of common bacterial and viral diseases. As
far as diseases are concerned, people have

little to fear from bears.
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Skunks in the cellar

by H.D.Jenkins
Wildlife Information, Wildlife Branch

FROM time to time people experience dif-

ficulties with skunks, even within the

boundaries of large cities, particularly if

there is a ravine or large park nearby. The
principal problems appear to be the appear-

ance of unsightly holes in the lawn, the sur-

prise discovery of a small striped lodger in

the basement or under the porch, and what
might be called "close encounters of the

nauseating kind," involving either the

family dog or a two-legged member of the

household.

Cats will rarely bother a skunk and so are

not often sprayed. The one exception to this

is a nursing female defending her kittens. In

such cases, the cat will often continue to

fight even after being sprayed (which must

come as something of a surprise to the

skunk) and will usually win the battle. The
kittens will refuse to nurse from their

strange smelling mother at first, but gener-

ally hunger will win out over revulsion even-

tually, so this at least is no cause for con-

cern.

The holes in the lawn are not the acts of

wanton vandalism that they appear to be.

Skunks dig in lawns in search of white grubs

of which they are quite fond. The simple

solution to this problem is the use of an ap-

propriate insecticide on the lawn. Eliminate

the grubs and you will eliminate the holes.

The unwelcome striped lodger under the

porch, or in the basement, can be repelled

quite effectively by the use of liberal

amounts of moth balls or naphthalene

flakes in the enclosed space in which it has

taken up residence. This should be done at

night when the skunk is out in search of

food. Otherwise, your unwelcome guest

may respond with some fumigation tactics

of his own.
When the naphthalene has done its work

and the skunk has departed, you will have

to seal up the access hole or it will return

when the smell wears off. Keep a sharp eye

out at dusk when skunks leave their dens

for nightly foraging, and you will be able to

determine this access spot before starting

your moth ball treatment.

If a family pet or member of the family is

sprayed, the only remedy which has any ef-

fect is washing with tomato juice. Even this

is not completely effective, and the aroma
will linger for some considerable time and
will be more noticeable on damp or rainy

days. The application of deodorant sprays

and such like will only make the smell

worse. If old clothes are involved in a spray-

ing incident, it is probably best to burn or

bury them.

Skunks will not usually spray except in a
direct confrontation. It appears that they

themselves find the spray odor objection-

able! Raising the tail and stamping the feet

are the signals that it is time to clear out or

face the consequences!

One encounter with a skunk is usually

enough for a dog, but dogs vary in intelli-

gence and there are some which never seem
to learn about skunks, just as there are

some which will attack porcupines again

and again.

Skunks are one of the principal carriers

of rabies. Any skunk seen wandering about
in the day time, or behaving in any other

unusual manner, may be rabid and should

be avoided. If a dead skunk is found, it

should not be handled.

In the same vein, although skunks are

sometimes offered for sale in pet shops, a

dog or a cat is really a more suitable house-

hold pet. Aside from the danger of rabies,

many skunks become vicious when older,

and since "pet" skunks are usually de-

scented, they would not be able to survive in

the wild. The vaccines against rabies, which

are used on cats and dogs, are not effective

on skunks. It is even possible that their use

on skunks could contribute to the develop-

ment of the disease.

Winter browning
by Bill Gilmore Aylmer

Winter browning on evergreen trees is

caused by the evaporation of water from

the needles of the evergreen during the

warm, sunny periods of winter. Because the

water in the ground is still frozen, the tree

cannot replace the water in the needles as

the winter winds evaporate it. The plant

does not begin to function, practically

speaking, until the spring. At this time the

needles turn brown and die because they

cannot function in the absence of water.
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Editor's Note: This is the first of a new
series offascinating articles on natural his-

tory subjects written by Dan Strickland and

first printed in The Raven, the popular little

summer weekly of Algonquin Provincial

Park.

The mouse that does push-ups
by D. Strickland

Algonquin Provincial Park Museum

SOME individuals just don't get the re-

cognition they deserve. In spite of their

considerable accomplishments they are con-

demned to living on the fringes of public es-

teem. Other people treat them with plain in-

difference or even (Oh, the injustice of it

all!) barely concealed condescension.

This unfortunate situation also exists

with animals and no better example could

be found than the muskrat. See what we
mean? Right away, you are probably think-

ing to yourself that the muskrat is a less

than inspiring subject for contemplation

but, please, do not fall into this error. Hear

us out instead.

You see, the poor old muskrat suffers

from at least two very serious disadvan-

tages. First is the existence of its rather dis-

tant relative, the beaver. Although the two

animals have many similarities in abilities

and life-styles, the beaver is bigger, has a

few more attention grabbing gimmicks (like

dam building) and ends up getting all the

glory—leaving the muskrat to appear as

some sort of insignificant second-rater

(quite unfair, really).

The muskrat's second problem is its very

name. No matter how you slice it, the first

part of the name makes you think of

'smelly' and as for the second part, let's

face it, a rat is a rat. We could try using the

Latin name, Ondatra zibethica, but some-

how we don't think it would catch on. Of
course, it isn't the muskrat's fault that it has

grandstanding relatives or that English-

speaking humans persist in calling it a

smelly rat. So the least we can do is make
amends by considering this animal's special

qualities.

To begin with, we should get it straight

that the muskrat is not really a rat but a

mouse. To be sure, it's a very large one,

weighing between one and two kilograms,

but technically that's what it is. It also de-

parts from other mice in its adaptation for

life in the water. Except for the tail and feet,

the whole body is covered with a thick,

buoyant coat of waterproof guard hairs and

below that a dense underfur, the two com-

bining to keep the muskrat's body warm
and dry even in freezing cold water.

A muskrat swims with alternate strokes

of its hind feet. They are not webbed like a

beaver's feet but there are stiff fringes of

hair along the sides of the toes which make
for efficient padding. The naked, scaly, ver-

tically flattened tail serves as a sort of keel

to keep the animal on a straight course

when it is swimming on the surface. But

under water, the tail is actively sculled back

and forth providing significant propulsive

power.

A muskrat can stay under for up to 15

minutes thanks to a high tolerance for car-

bon dioxide in the blood and the ability to

reduce the heart rate and to relax the

muscles during a dive. This capacity is very

important in permitting the muskrat to

escape from predators and to swim long dis-

tances under the ice in the winter.

During the summer we usually see musk-

rats in the evening, swimming across some

boggy pond or creek. At a distance, it is

sometimes hard to tell a swimming muskrat

from a beaver but if you look closely you

will see that with a beaver it is usually just

the top of the head that is visible above the

water, whereas with the muskrat both the

head and back can be seen. Of course, if

you see the tail when the animal dives there

won't be any more doubt about its identity.

A common sign of muskrats is a pile of

clam shells in shallow water (they appar-

ently pry open the shells with their teeth

somehow) but most of the diet consists of

water plants of which cattails are by far the
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Muskrat House

most important. Where cattails are not par-

ticularly common, muskrat populations are

not large, but in the south, where there are

large cattail marshes, populations are often

huge.

Where numbers are low, muskrats may
not be obvious because most of them tend

to burrow from under the water's surface

up into pond or stream banks. The classic

muskrat lodge of heaped-up mud and cat-

tail stalks is a relatively unusual sight in

Algonquin Park. They are built away out in

large marshes where there are no other pos-

sible havens from predators and bad

weather. Also, since lodges are built mostly

of plant materials, they can—up to a

point—serve as a handy food supply. If a

muskrat can't leave its lodge for some rea-

son, it can stave off hunger simply by eating

part of the bedroom wall. Of course, this is

only an emergency measure and most food

must be sought outside the lodge.

In the summer, this is a relatively easy

matter and muskrats build scattered feeding

platforms, and sometimes floating rafts, to

which they can retire and eat food obtained

nearby. In winter, however, there is a

serious obstacle posed by the ice. Muskrats

do not store food close to their lodges the

way beavers do and, even if they can stay

under water a long time, it would seem each

animal would sooner or later use up all the

naturally occurring supply of aquatic plants

near its lodge and thus face starvation.

In fact, this does not happen because,

soon after the ice freezes, muskrats chew
holes in the ice at various locations around

their lodges. They then bring up mud and
vegetation to make mound-like roofs

(which quickly freeze) over the holes. The
little structures, just big enough to hold one

muskrat, are called "push-ups" and they

are of fundamental importance to their

builders because, as satellite feeding, resting

and breathing stations, they vastly increase

the area each muskrat can exploit during

the winter.

This behavior is even more remarkable

when you realize that each muskrat is appa-

rently capable (in the total darkness which

exists in the frigid water beneath the ice and

snow covering the winter marsh) of

routinely finding food and then the nearest

push-up, and eventually going back to the

lodge or burrow. They seem to know some-

thing about navigation that we don't.

There, we have a condensed account of

an animal which obviously deserves more
recognition than it normally gets. We think

everybody should turn over a new leaf and

let the muskrat share a little of the limelight

we normally reserve for the beaver. And, if

you have trouble getting enthusiastic about

a "rat," just forget that dumb name and

think of it as a "talented mouse that does

push-ups." It's closer to the mark and cer-

tainly sounds a lot better.
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